Tennis Match Results
Davidson vs N.C. Central
04/02/17 at Durham, N.C.
(NCCU Tennis Courts)

Davidson 6, N.C. Central 1

**Singles competition**
1. CUCALON,Gabriel (NCCU) def. Shamael Chaudhry (DAV) 6-4, 2-6, 6-4
2. David Hager (DAV) def. KONTOPOULOS,Theo (NCCU) 6-1, 5-7, 7-6 (7-2)
3. Axel Fries (DAV) def. CALLEGARI,Davide (NCCU) 6-4, 7-5
4. J.B. Gough (DAV) def. BROMLEY,Sebastian (NCCU) 6-3, 6-1
5. Ricky Saad (DAV) def. KONOVALOV,Maksym (NCCU) 6-2, 6-3
6. Thomas Mason (DAV) def. JUEZ TORRES,Pablo (NCCU) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Axel Fries/J.B. Gough (DAV) def. CUCALON,Gabriel/KONOVALOV,Maksym (NCCU) 6-3
2. David Hager/Shamael Chaudhry (DAV) def. CALLEGARI,Davide/KONTOPOULOS,Theo (NCCU) 7-5
3. Ricky Saad/Jack Riazzi (DAV) def. JUEZ TORRES,Pablo/BROMLEY,Sebastian (NCCU) 6-3

Match Notes:
Davidson 15-6
N.C. Central 6-12
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (4,3,1,2,5,6)
T-3:25  A-20